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                        Flipsy makes it ^easy to

                        
                        	Sell a Phone & Get What It's Worth - Guaranteed!                        

                        
                        	Find how much your phone is worth plus lots of options for selling it,
 including trusted buyers who are ready to pay you cash right now.                        

                        	Sell Any Make or Model
	Any Condition, Even Broken Phones
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                        The Flipsy Guarantee
                    

                    	Best Price
	Zero Risk
	Fast Payment


                

                
                    Join over 130,000 people who have trusted Flipsy to help them get more than $20 million for their phones since 2013

                

                
                    1,300+ 5 Star Reviews
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                    Why Flipsy?

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    

                    Sell your phone, get paid it's true value!

                    Trust Verified Stores compete to pay you top dollar. Get the best price with no selling fees, hassles or long waits + 30% more than carrier trade in programs
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                            Find the best payout

                            Instantly see what your phone is worth in any condition & who is paying the most cash today
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                            No obligation price locks

                            Your phone trade in offer is good for up to 30 days. Lock in full value while you shop for a new phone
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                            Ship for FREE

                            With a prepaid shipping label
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                            Fast payments

                            Issued 1 to 3 days after the store receives your phone

                        

                    

                

            

        

    
    
      
    
        
            
                            
                    
                        
                            Flipsy will show the offers from different buyback companies; take one of them or... set a realistic price when selling online.
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                            We like Flipsy, a trade-in comparison site that will let you know where you'll get the most money for your item.

                        

                        
                            

Brad's Deals
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Flipsy provides a useful online tool to help you figure out the value of your old device.
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                            Some sites, such as Flipsy, offer easy comparison of prices among several sites, some lesser-known.

                        

                        
                            

Chicago Tribune
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Flipsy offers a price history chart and a private party value, similar to Kelly Blue Book for cars.

                        

                        
                            

ZDNet
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Spending precious time going from trade-in site to trade-in site is no longer necessary thanks to Flipsy.
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                The Flipsy Guarantee

                
                     
                     
                
            

            
                
                    Our Commitment

                    We make it easy to confidently sell your used stuff for the most money! When you sell through Flipsy, we guarantee you’ll enjoy:
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                            Best Price

                            Trust Verified Stores compete to get you the highest payout. If you find a better price within 24 hours of completing your sale, we’ll match the price you find – plus beat it by $10!
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                            Zero Risk

                            Risk nothing when you sell your device through Flipsy, guaranteed! All Flipsy Trust Verified Stores offer: 

                            	No obligation price locks for up to 30 days
	100% free shipping
	Device data wipes
	Free returns
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                            Fast Payment

                            All Flipsy Trust Verified Stores issue payouts within 1 to 3 business days after they receive and inspect your device.
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